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The s t r u c t u r e  o f  c h l o r i t o i d .  By G. W. BRINDLEY and F. W. HARRISON, Physics Laboratories, The University, 

Leeds, England (Received 28 .May 1952) 

Two recent publications (Milne, 1949; Hietanen,  1951) 
on chloritoid p rompt  us to make  a prel iminary s ta tement  
of a structure analysis on which we are engaged. The 
general properties of the  mineral  and its composition, 
ideally 4[(Fe", Mg)~Ai~(AI~Si~Oz0)(OH)4 ] for a monoclinic 
cell wi th  a = 9"45, b = 5.48, c ---- 18.16 /~, fl = 101 ° 30', 
and  space group Cc or C2/c (Milne, 1949), suggest 
slmilarity to muscovi te  with cell composit ion 
4[KAI~(A1SiaOz0)(OH)~ ]. Machatski  & Mussgnug (1942), 
using 001 reflexions, pu t  I (Fe" ,  Mg) wi th  2(OH) in a 
close-packed ar rangement  where K occurs in musco- 
vite,  and l (Fe" ,  Mg) wi th  2A1 in the  oetahedral  posi- 
t ions.  

Using chloritoid from ~le de Groix, France, (British 
Museum, 1908, 362), k indly  supplied by  Dr F. A. Ban- 
nister, we have verified Milne's cell dimensions and  by  
a Wilson statistical t r ea tmen t  of (hO1) reflexions shown 
the  space group to be C2/c. 

Taking the  chemical analysis quoted by Milne (1949, 
analysis 5) of chloritoid from the  same locality, we could 
not  explain satisfactorily the  (00l) reflexions en  the  basis 
of Machatski & Mussgnug's structure or any  simple 
var iant  of it. A Fourier  synthesis using ten orders of 
(00l), when compared wi th  similar syntheses for musco- 
vite, vermiculi te and  pennini te ,  showed the  electron con- 
t en t  of the  'Si' peak to be about  one-half its usual value, 
namely,  2Si in place of the  usual 4Si at  this level in the  
structure. The peak heights  also suggested 2(Fe", M g ) +  
1Al within the  silicate sheets and  3A1 between the  sheets 
where K normal ly  occurs. F(00l) 's calculated on this 
basis agree well wi th  observed values. 

Pa t te rson  and Fourier  projections on (010) have led 
to the  structure depicted in Fig. 1 (a). Observed and 
calculated F(h0l) 's  have given a reliability index R---- 
(,V.]Fo--Fc[)--2:IFcl of 34%. A structural  a r rangement  
viewed along the  a axis, conforming to the  space group 

and the  (010) project ion and reasonable on spatial  
grounds, is shown in Fig. 1 (b). Observed and calculated 
F(h/c0)'s give R ---- 31%. 

Al though no discrimination between O and (OH). is 
possible by  means  of X-rays, a t en ta t ive  designation of 
the  anions has been a t t empted  (Fig. 1 (a)) on the  basis 
of an op t imum balancing of the  electrostatic valencies. 
The (OH)'s labelled A z lie directly above or below O's 
labelled As, and  hydrogen bonds would be expected to 
occur between them as shown by broken lines. The 
A z . . - A ~  separation obtained from the (010) projection 
is about  2.5 A, which though of l imited accuracy agrees 
wi th  O H .  • • O distances in other  ionic crystals (Davies, 
1946). If  the  H is more  closely associated with A z than  A z 
then  no ion in the  structure has its electrostatic valency 
unbalanced by  more than  one-sixth of a unit .  

I t  is seen tha t  the  structure is made  up of two close- 
packed octahedral  layers, L z and  L2, joined by  Si a toms 
in te t rahedral  coordination and  by  hydrogen bonds. 
Layer  L z is essentially a hydroxide  layer, whilst  layer L s 
(Fig. 1 (c)) resembles tha t  found in corundum, for which 
the repeat  dimensions wi thin  an Al-O sheet (9-50 and  
5.48 /~, Bragg, 1937, p. 94) agree closely wi th  the  corre- 
sponding dimensions for chloritoid. The Si a toms do not  
form continuous silicate sheets as in the  micas, bu t  occur 
wi th in  dist inct  (SiO¢) groups, and  the  structural  formula 
m a y  now be wr i t ten  [(Fe",  Mg)~Al](OH)4Als[O~(SiO4)~]. 

This departure  from a normal  mica ar rangement  offers 
an explanat ion for the  increase of the  a and b parameters  
over those of micaceous minerals wi th  continuous silicate 
sheets and  similar (Fe", Mg) content  (e.g. biot i te  and  
bavalite).  

I t  mus t  be emphasized tha t  the  present  X-ray evidence 
for the  structure is good agreement  for (00l) reflexions 
and modera te  agreement  for (hOl) and (hie0) reflex~ons 
Confirmation will be sought by more accurate ex. 
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Fig. 1. (a) The structure of ehloritoid projected on (010). (b) The structure viewed along the a axis. 

(c) Layer /'3 viewed normal to a b. 
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perimental work using Mo K s  radiation to reduce the 
large absorption corrections involved in our work with 
Cu K s  radiation. 

One of us (F.W.H.) wishes to acknowledge the receipt 
of a maintenance grant from the Department  of Scientific 
and Industrial  Research, during the tenure of which 
this work has been carried out. 
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Diffuse scattering, of serici te .  By MZTSUOKI NAKA~IRA, Scientific Research Institute, Kamifuji-Mae, Bunkyo-lcu, 
Tobyo, Japan and S~I~CHI IWAI, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan 

(Received 25 June 1952) 

Sericite is a mineral of the mica group, the structure of 
which is said to be of the muscovite type. As it always 
occurs in a powder state in nature, only the X-ray powder 
method has been used for the s tudy of its crystal struc- 
ture. Recently, however, we have obtained X-ray fibre 
diagrams of various Japanese sericites by passing the 
X-rays parallel to thin films formed by drying water 
suspensions of these minerals. These diagrams correspond 
to rotat ion photographs obtained by rotating a single 
crystal about the normal to the a b plane. 

With many sericites it  was observed tha t  considerable 
diffuse scattering took place along the innermost row 
lines (with indices ( l l l) ,  (02l)) and other similar row lines 
with /c ~ 3n (where n is integer), while those with 
k ---- 3n were relatively sharp. These effects indicate tha t  
in sericite, as in many other clay minerals, there is 

considerable random displacement of layers by multiples 
of ½b parallel to the b axis. 

Using many Japanese sericites, we have found a wide 
range of variation in the degree of disorder, as shown 
in the following scheme: 

Nearly ordered 

Partial ly disordered 
with random displacements of ~:½b 

4 
Fully disordered 

with random displacements of -V½b 

Partial ly random layer structure 

Details will be reported in the near future. 

Notes  and N e w s  

Announcements and other items of crystallographic interest will be published under this heading at the discretion of the 
Editorial Board. Copy should be sent direct to the British Go-editor (R. C. Evans, Crystallographic Laboratory, 
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, England). 

International Tables [or X-ray 
Crystallography 

Volume 1 (Symmetry Groups) of the above Tables, 
published for the International  Union of Crystallo- 
graphy, is now ready. The text  and tables (in English) 
have been planned to be of the maximum practical 
usefulness in the determination of crystal structures and 
in allied problems, but  their value for teaching purposes 
has also been kept in mind. The price is 105 shillings 
inclusive of postage and packing; cloth binding, 558~x  
pages, 237 figs. with dictionary in English, French, 
German, Russian and Spanish. A detailed prospectus 
may be had from the Kynoch Press, Witton, Birmingham 
6, England. 

Bona fide crystallographers who are members of the 
X-ray Analysis Group or of the American Crystallo- 
graphic Association, or of certain other societies, may 
obtain one copy for their personal use only at the sub- 
scription price of 60 shillings, post free, by using a special 
order form also available from the Kynoch Press. 

Off-prints from Volume 1 are available, in sets of 100 
only, for teaching purposes. Each complete set costs 
£16 sterling, post free, and contains 100 copies of each 
of the following off-prints (together with 100 copies of 
the prospectus) : 

1. Unit-cell transformations (7 pp.). 
2. Equivalent  positions, symmetry and possible re- 

flexions for the 17 two-dimensional space groups (16 pp.). 
3. Equivalent  positions, symmetry and possible re- 

flexions for selected monoclinic space groups (15 pp.). 
4. As (3) for selected orthorhombic space groups 

(16 pp.). 
5. Introduction to structure-factor tables, with full 

examples (14 pp.). 
6. Patterson and Pat terson-Harker  functions, and 

transformation of co-ordinates (14 pp.). 
7. Notes on special topics (sub- and super-groups, 

statistical methods, inequalities) and index of symbols 
(18 pp.). 

Orders, with remittance, should be sent direct to the 
Kynoch Press. Sets cannot in any circumstances be 


